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Chapter 2916 
Ji Yun threw two punches angrily, but it was of no use at all! 

The figures of the two have disappeared, and Ji Yun’s two punches just hit the 

air! 

“Damn it, we were all deceived, these demon cultivators are really 

abominable…” 

Wa Gu cursed angrily through gritted teeth! 

“Don’t mess yourself up, see if you really can’t go out…” 

David finished speaking, and led everyone out of the palace! 

But at this time, in the direction of the entrance of the cave when they came, a 

faint aura barrier blocked everyone’s way! 

After a few people bombarded indiscriminately, the aura barrier was still 

intact! 

It seems that the person who set up this aura barrier is much stronger than 

them! 

Seeing this scene, several people were a little desperate! 



Ji Yun sat down on the ground, feeling a little lost! 

“This is the end. It seems that we are all going to die here. If we die like this, it 

would be really aggrieved…” 

Ji Yun didn’t want to die, after all, they still wanted him to inherit the Feitian 

Sect! 

Feitianzong is the richest sect, Ji Yun doesn’t have to worry about eating, 

drinking and having fun, if he dies, the family business of Feitianzong will have 

no successors! 

Wagang also looked decadent at this time. Originally, he wanted to find the 

treasure and revitalize the ancient body training clan, but now, he was directly 

trapped here, and he probably would die here slowly! 

“Don’t be like this, cheer up, maybe we will have a way to escape…” 

Liu Ruyan comforted everyone! 

“How to escape? It is obvious that the other party has planned it long ago, 

and we have no chance at all…” 

Ji Yun now has an annoyed expression on his face. If he had known, he would 

not have come to find any treasures! 

Their Feitian sect is not short of money, so can’t they live a good life as their 

eldest and young masters? 

Stuck here now! 

“Calm down, let’s find a way to save the others. When there are too many 

people, there may be other ways…” 

David turned around and returned to the palace! 



At this time, at the top of the palace, Gao Qijie and Lao Sun were all guarding 

the ice crystal, with their eyes slightly closed, seemingly enjoying themselves, 

but in fact their spiritual consciousness was still being consumed slowly! 

And inside the five ice coffins, blood began to squirm again, if David and the 

others didn’t save these people! 

There will also be the blood of the ice soul giant beast flowing into the 

pattern! 

David took out the Dragon Slaying Sword, and then he spotted the ice crystal 

that Gao Qijie had absorbed, and then slashed at it with his sword! 

But when he cut it with a sword, the ice crystal was not damaged in the 

slightest! 

Gao Qijie still had an expression of enjoyment, pressing the ice crystal tightly 

with one hand, absorbing the energy of the ice crystal! 

David frowned slightly. The power of his sword was enough to shake the sky, 

but it couldn’t break a small ice crystal. 

This ice crystal is too hard… 

David didn’t give up, and swung his sword again to chop it off! 

But after several sword strikes, the ice crystal still didn’t change at all! 

There was already cold sweat on David’s forehead! 

“Mr. Chen, take a rest first, let me try…” 

Waguan stopped David and said, “Maybe, our ancient body-training boxing 

technique can break this ice crystal…” After 

Waguan finished speaking, his body shook He jumped up and punched hard! 



The fist wind, which was as substantial as it was, hit the ice crystal fiercely! 

The power of the tile tank is pure, without a trace of spiritual power, it is the 

power of muscles driving bones! 

But this punch did not cause any damage to the ice crystal! 

This time, they all fell into an embarrassing situation. These people can’t even 

break the ice crystals. How can these people be saved? 

For a moment, everyone fell into silence! 

But at this moment, Zhe Yan spoke up, and said to David, “Mr. Chen, since this 

ice crystal can absorb people’s spiritual consciousness, you can use a powerful 

spiritual consciousness to block the absorption, and these people will naturally 

wake up.” coming.” 

Chapter 2917 
When David heard it, he suddenly understood, and instantly understood what 

to do! 

David jumped up again, and gently pressed one hand on the ice crystal that 

Gao Qijie had absorbed! 

With David’s spiritual consciousness entering the ice crystal, the picture in Gao 

Qijie’s mind appeared in front of David’s eyes at this moment! 

David saw that Gao Qijie was still immersed in the warm sunlight, his body was 

absorbing energy, and he was mesmerized! 

But he didn’t know that it was in this very comfortable environment that his 

consciousness was being sucked away bit by bit! 



Relying on his huge sea of consciousness, David’s endless power of 

consciousness began to hit the ice crystals like rough sea waves! 

Gao Qijie was still immersed in the sunshine, but he was instantly awakened by 

the rough sea waves! 

After blocking the connection between Gao Qijie and Bing Jing, David quickly 

withdrew his consciousness! 

“What… what’s going on here?” 

“Why did you interrupt my cultivation?” 

Gao Qijie asked in confusion! 

“I’m not interrupting you, you will soon become a living dead without 

thinking…” 

David said! 

“How is it possible, I feel my body is full of strength…” 

Gao Qijie clenched his fists and said! 

“Take a look with your divine sense…” 

David said! 

After Gao Qijie heard this, he immediately radiated the divine consciousness in 

the sea of consciousness, but just after he emitted the divine consciousness, 

Gao Qijie suddenly screamed, and then frowned tightly! 

“What’s going on here? Why do I get a splitting headache when I radiate my 

consciousness?” “ 

It seems that my power of consciousness has weakened a lot…” 



Gao Qijie said with a confused face! 

“Now you know why I blocked your cultivation, you should take a good rest!” 

After David finished speaking, he began to help other people! 

In fact, David can completely ignore other people, but now they are all 

trapped here, they are regarded as grasshoppers on a rope, if one more 

person is saved, one more strength will be gained! 

Soon, David used his huge spiritual power to save everyone! 

It’s just that these people didn’t receive it, and they accused David one after 

another! 

“Little brother, why are you doing this? We are practicing well, why do you 

interrupt us?” 

Old Sun followed David and asked in confusion! 

“Hmph, kid, what do you mean? If you don’t want to practice, you can go on 

the sidelines. Why do you bother us to practice? What’s your intention?” Old 

Kong looked at David angrily and shouted 

! 

“You people, don’t be so careless. If Mr. Chen hadn’t acted, you wouldn’t even 

want to live…” 

Seeing that David saved these people, he was even accused, so he said 

indignantly! 

“Save us? Does interrupting our cultivation mean saving us?” 

Zuo Qing was also very dissatisfied! 



“Everyone, you are not actually cultivating, but you have been fascinated by 

others, and your spiritual consciousness has been absorbed.” 

David spoke slowly, and told about the magic cultivator! 

And he also told the story of absorbing the consciousness of the ice crystal, 

and then mobilizing the blood essence of the ice soul giant beast, and 

opening the seal! 

It’s just that these people couldn’t believe it after hearing it. Could it be that 

Moxiu is really as bold as to deceive so many of them? 

“Since you don’t believe me, you can try your own consciousness, or go 

outside the palace to see if you can leave here!” 

David said! 

Soon, people began to check their own consciousness, and ran out of the 

palace to check! 

Only when he found that his spiritual consciousness was indeed damaged, and 

the entrance to the cave to go back was sealed, did he believe David’s words! 

“What… what should I do?” 

“I’m sorry, I was tricked by the demon cultivators!” “ 

These demon cultivators are so courageous. When I get out, I will definitely 

not spare them.” 

Everyone roared with righteous indignation! 

But no one had a way to get out, and everyone fell into silence for a while, and 

could only wait quietly to see who could figure out a way to leave! 



Chapter 2918 
In the extreme north, in a palace in mid-air! 

Balrog sat on a high treasure chair, looking down at Linglong in front of him! 

And beside the Balrog, a girl in white clothes was standing quietly, without the 

slightest expression on her face, just like a puppet! 

If David sees this girl, he will definitely go crazy with excitement, because this 

girl is the Sonya he is looking for so hard! 

“Master, I have found the Flame Demon Body. The other party is only 

possessed by the spirit, and his strength has not been fully recovered.” “ 

I have already explained that after the other party adapts to the new body, 

come to Master to use it.” 

“Furthermore, according to reports from subordinates, among the monks who 

were deceived by the underground altar this time, there is actually someone 

who owns our Supreme Flame, but the identity of this person is not yet 

known!” Linglong 

carefully Reporting, and kept secretly looking at Sonya! 

“It’s really strange that a human monk owns our Demon Clan’s Flame. You 

should check this matter carefully. If you can, bring that guy to me.” “The seal 

of the altar should be opened soon 

. , when the souls of the demon army will see the light of day again, then the 

entire northern land will be our demon world.” 

The flame demon said excitedly! 



“Master, when our flame demon lineage grows stronger, other demons will 

definitely attach to us.” “ 

In this way, master will be the supreme demon and the savior of the demons. 

People with great achievements have been left behind.” 

“I believe that even after tens of thousands of years, Master’s deeds will still be 

passed down among the demons.” 

Linglong praised the Balrog, and made her whole body feel comfortable! 

Who doesn’t like a sycophant? 

“Hahaha, as long as our demon clan is revitalized, you will all be meritorious 

ministers, and all of you will be rewarded.” 

The Balrog laughed, and had long fantasized about leaving this cage-like 

place and roaming the entire world of heaven and man! 

Seeing that the Balrog was happy, Linglong hurriedly asked, “Master, who is 

the woman next to you? Why can’t I feel the aura of our Balrog clan from her?” 

Linglong was curious about 

Sonya’s personality from the very beginning. Linglong is very worried about 

her identity, and she is still standing beside the Balrog! 

If the Balrog is cultivating a female disciple, her status will be threatened, so 

Linglong wants to know what Sonya’s identity is! 

“This is just a human cultivator. His strength is very low. I met him by chance 

on the road and saved him.” 

Balrog said lightly! 

“Human cultivator? The cultivation level is still very low?” 



“I don’t know why Master saved her? Don’t you hate human cultivators very 

much?” 

Linglong was puzzled, why did the Balrog save Sonya! 

“This girl is different from other human monks. She is a fire spirit body. She is 

the best spirit body for cultivating our fire. It is not worse than that of the 

flame demon body.” “If such a spirit body can be used by us, it can be given to 

us. 

” We have brought a lot of help.” 

“If the Balrog body and the fire spirit body can combine again, our Balrog clan 

will be rejuvenated, just around the corner!” 

Balrog said excitedly! 

“Master, this woman is a human monk, how could she obey us?” 

Linglong asked! 

At this time, Linglong has a sense of crisis. Sonya is a fire spirit, and she will 

definitely be taken seriously! 

“She has lost her memory, and I will slowly re-instill her thoughts, and then 

she will think that she is a member of our demon clan.” 

Balrog said with a smile! 

“Oh!” Linglong seemed a little disappointed. 

The Balrog saw Linglong’s loss, so he said, “Linglong, you have followed me 

for many years, and no one can take your place. You are the most important 

thing as a teacher.” “Take care of 

what I told you, go…” 



Upon hearing this, Linglong nodded happily, “I obey…” 

 


